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Translating algebraic expressions answers

June 17, 2019 - August 23, 2019 From 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Visit site 8300 Merrifield Ave. Suite 2 Fairfax, VA 22031 OHCS Summer camps are designed to bring together different older children so they can learn from each other and have fun together. Classes are taught by experienced native speakers. Activities include storytelling,
music, movement, arts and crafts, dramatic gameplay, games and more! The camp provides an open and friendly environment for students to improve Chinese skills through a variety of topics, and allows campers to build confidence in their language skills as they expand their knowledge and understanding of Chinese culture. Camp size
is limited. Register as soon as possible to secure a space. Registration Form: RegistrationSummerCamp2020 2020 Summer Camp Themes: 主题Theme 1: Painting and calligraphy artesa-Chinese画&amp;书法 Week 1 and 2 June – June 26 Chinese painting and calligraphy are one of the oldest continuous artistic traditions in the world.
Campers will practice the basic brush painting technique to draw their favorite animals like goldfish and rats since 2020 is rat year. They will also learn/practice the basic calligraphy technique for writing Chinese characters. 主题Theme 2: Literature–Chinese Languages成語 Week 3 and 4: July 6 – July 17 Chinese idioms (成語Cheng Yu)
are mainly derived from historical facts or ancient Chinese literature. As a result, they are often intimately linked to an interesting story. Many of these stories are fun and educational. For example, 愚公移 Yu Gong Yi Shan strives to show students that persistence and hard work can help them achieve goals that may seem impossible to
achieve. Campers will lean idioms through storytelling and acting. 主题Theme 3: Sport-Olympics 奥林匹克 Week 5&amp;6: July 20 – July 31 at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics is an upcoming international multisport event to be held from July 24 to August 9, 2020 in Tokyo, Japan, with preliminary events in some sports beginning July 22.
Campers will learn the history of the Olympic Games, the facts about the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, and try some of the Olympic sports such as short court, Wushu and badminton. Get ready to work hard like an Olympic athlete! 主题Theme 4: Science-Buoyancy 浮⼒ Week 7 &amp; 8: August 3-Aug.14 Kids may wonder why small pebbles
sink while a giant basketball floats. The secret is buoyancy, or the ability of objects to float in water or air. Whether or not an object has buoyancy depends mainly on two factors: the amount of water object and the density of an object. Campers will learn the displacement of water, density, surface, weight and volume through fun
experiments and manual scientific projects. Let's hold a competition to see who can build a larger buoyancy foil ship. 主题Theme 5: Nature-Nature Hunting 探索⾃然 Week 9 &amp; 10: 10: – Aug.28 This summer is full of adventures! And our nature hunt is a very simple, and very fun way to help campers have fun outdoors! Campers will
observe nature and look for their own treasures and objects that they thought were unique and beautiful to them. They will learn Nature Walk Trail Sign and use rocks, sticks or pebbles to tell others where they have gone. These are great games to learn for survival purposes. Summer Camp &amp;Tuition Hours: Early Delivery: 8:00am-
8:30am (Free) Full-Day Camp: (8:30am—3:30pm) $250/week, Half-day camp: (8:30am—12:00pm) $150/week, After camp care: 3:30pm-6:00pm ($60/week) Sign up for 5/more weeks and get a discounted price: $130/week for half a day, $210/week for full day, after school care $50/week. Power of Bilingual Education Learn More OHCS
Chinese Mandarin Immersion Preschool and Kindergarten is an inspired Montessori, state-licensed language program for children that are 2.5-6 ... After School Program at Oregon Hope Chinese School provides a friendly mandarin-speaking environment for school-age children to learn Chinese in ... *** Live classes are offered ONLINE
during the COVID-19 pandemic. OHCS Saturday Chinese Program provides more than twenty different ... OHCS summer camps are designed to bring together children of different ages so they can learn from each other and ... Native Mandarin Speaking Instructors Current students enrolled Kung Fu Wushu 武术 Martial Arts and Adult Tai
Chi Kung Fu Wushu 武术 Martial Arts is highly recommended to students who can listen and follow instructions. (For Adult Tai... More information Chinese calligraphy and painting 书法&amp;画 Chinese calligraphy and painting class 书法&amp;画 is strongly recommended to students who love traditional Chinese arts. Chinese calligraphy
is a ... More information and class of Chinese folk dance围棋&amp;⺠族舞 Go and Chinese folk dance class are highly recommended for students who love to play board games and dance. Go... More information, Chinese-Mandarin courses *** live classes are offered online during the spring period. Chinese-Mandarin courses at OHCS
include two different language curricules: Chinese ... More information Our curriculum encompasses listening, speaking, reading and writing skills, fostering collaboration, communication, research, discovery, and wonder. By learning this new ... OHCS enriches students' cultural experience through various classes, such as language,
Chinese painting, calligraphy, Wushu, Go, folk dance as well... OHCS instructors are very knowledgeable in their fields of education and experience with how to make learning fun and engaging... OHCS mentains small class proportions to ensure that each student receives individual attentions. Preschool and kindergarten and after school
proportion of Chinese: 1 ... My husband and I have been sending our 2 children to Oregon Hope Chinese School to so we've known the master master, Min Kong, for a long time. It has become an extended family for us. Our eldest daughter attended her first preschool here when she was 3. She wasn't the easiest girl to wear and I still
remember she was a little cautious going to school for the first time. Ms. Kong was very patient and understanding and helped her (and us, the parents) facilitate the transition. Now it's our youngest son's turn to get into preschool. He was also a little cautious during the first few months, but both love spending little time in school. They
made good friends, learned a ton of Chinese (which is our main reason for choosing school), learned discipline, respect, but also having fun. When I pick up the two kids from school, they all have smiles on their faces. I still remember that with my daughter, she begged me to stay longer so I could play more with her friends. The school
has a good sized playground full of many play structures. I love their small student-teacher relationship so everyone gets enough attention in class. They also learn and celebrate Chinese and American holidays: Chinese New Year, Mooncak Festival, Thanksgiving, Christmas. They brought home very nice art projects and I collected them
as souvenirs. All teachers speak to them entirely in Mandarin Chinese so they can pick up the language faster. However, my husband and I are very happy to have found a good and safe Chinese immersion preschool for our children. We highly recommend this place to any parent  Cynthia &amp; Say This school was seriously a great
blessing! We were struggling to find a day care center/preschool that fits what we were looking for because of my wife getting back to work and somehow found this place! seriously a gift! Our little one was in a previous nursery where the workers were on their phones and it was literally a nursery, dirty and dirty and just not
learning/development happening. Here at Oregon Hope Chinese School, my little one is at school! she's learning songs, learning about specific topics, spelling, lyrics and even now writing characters on manderin! She's learning new things every day and on that it's a pure immersion mandarin program. The teachers are amazing, very
warm and attentive and truly invested in the lives of these children, so much so that they come to birthday parties and special events! We strongly recommend this school if you're looking for a place to know that your child is learning and developing and in a safe place where you know teachers really care about what your child is and
preparing them for Kindergarten and beyond. Our little girl is in her sophomore year here and will definitely get lost Place! The bright side is that they have summer school here, so we will definitely put it here during the summer! My daughter loves this place, i ask her every day, what were her highs and lows and she always says Every
high! She is happy, she is growing Thank God we found this place! A+++ highly recommended! It's worth every penny! Stephanie &amp; Henry My daughter has been at this school since she was 3 years old, and did a full-time kindergarten program here. He is currently in 1st grade now, and still goes here for the after-school program and
summer camp. My daughter is a happy triline girl (We speak Japanese at home). I'm often asked how I don't speak Chinese when children speak Chinese fluently. Instructors combine music, movements and language learning together. Children singing in Chinese and English as they dance to music. It's a lot of fun and effective. Children
always get a lot of praise when they perform at public culture events. The school is located next to a nature park. My kids also enjoy the summer camp program here every year as there are plenty of outdoor activities to engage kids in manual experiments. I love the mixed-age group. Older children help younger children learn from older
brothers and sisters. It is a pleasant and supportive environment for everyone. Great school! Hiromi &amp; Richard My daughter has been attending Oregon Hope Chinese Saturday School since we moved here a few years ago. It started at Level 1 and is currently at Level 3. Classes are held at our neighborhood public school. The
location is very convenient and the facilities are excellent. I am so glad we found this school when we moved here. It provided a great opportunity for my daughter to learn to read, write and, more importantly, to keep her connected to her cultural heritage. The curriculum is well designed for Chinese children born in the United States.
Teachers are very passionate and responsible because most of them also enrolled their children in school. In addition to the Chinese, the Saturday saban school also offers Chinese painting, martial arts and dance. I have been enjoying adult dance classes a lot and have been invited to perform at Lansu Garden and the Convention
Center holding Chinese New Year's and Mid-Autumn festivals every year. Joya &amp; Xiang This is a Chinese immersion preschool for ages 3 to kindergarten. There are wonderful teachers. The main teacher is so patient, kind and very consistent. He teaches children Chinese poems, songs and makes tons of (both Chinese and
American Christmas-themed). Children also perform at the Chinese Garden and the Chinese Holiday Convention Center. The setting is small and intimate, which is very good for those children who need a little more attention. She is also very accommodating when it comes to schedule, schedule, as long as your teacher-student
relationship works. It has been a great experience for my son who has been going since I was 3 years old. Alison &amp; Michael My son is currently attending this small private Chinese immersion school and we couldn't be happier. The school is a house that offers a small environment that is exactly what we were looking for. The
teachers are very attentive and the owner is extremely flexible with hours and programming. Every morning the children are removed according to the parents' schedule and there is no strict time attendance or penalties. Kids have free play time before circle time and there are often arts and crafts activities that vary in theme. Weather
allowed, the school has a huge backyard with lots of play structures for kids to enjoy. My son has been going there for 6 months now and we can really notice his growth and understanding of Mandarin. If you are looking for a small private, home school environment with your children's opportunity to learn Mandarin, then I strongly
recommend that you give this school a chance. Parents or children are not required to be of Chinese origin, as some of the families are not, including us. Sara &amp; Chris Chris
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